Fact Sheet
LaGuardia Terminal B Water Feature

**Water Feature**

- The Terminal B Water Feature is the only one of its kind in the Americas and the only one in the world located in an airport.
- Located after security on Level 4 of the Arrivals and Departures Hall, the water feature is the centerpiece of our main commercial district.
- The Terminal B Water Feature is made up of two 25 foot tall circular rings of falling water. The water falls from more than 450 individually controlled solenoid valves to create a water curtain. A high quality industrial process controls each valve, allowing a precise cutting of the water curtain surface in any abstract or figurative shape and text. Shows are created using this technique with choreographed lighting, video projection and music.
- The circular rings measure 2 meters / 6.5 feet and 3 meters / 10 feet in diameter, includes LED lighting and weigh 2,700 kgs/ 6,000 lbs.
- The water lands into an upper infinity pool before spilling into the lower pool; the lower pool also includes four illuminated jumping jets.
- The water feature includes 4,000 gallons of water, which drops from rings into a pool and then is recirculated through the system.
- The Water Feature was developed and built by the French company Aquatique Show and cost approximately $1M USD.

**Show Creation**

- We have added lighting, projection and audio to the water feature. Using 3 laser projectors, 2 media servers and a talented team of content designers, programmers, visual artists, and sound engineers, we have created a series of shows that will project onto the water feature; these shows are then choreographed with the water.
- Shows run continuously during terminal hours, with our two signature shows appearing every 15 minutes between 7am-10pm.
- Custom shows were developed by a collaboration of LaGuardia Gateway Partners, Fireplay for creative development, Beta Petrol for music and Evoke Collaborative for projection content and system implementation.

**Terminal B Shows**

- Two three-minute signature shows were created to celebrate NYC
  - *Iconic NY* is set to the classic tune, ‘New York, New York’ and features a journey through all five boroughs brought to life with NYC icons in vibrant colors
  - *Arts & Entertainment* showcases all the activities that make NYC thrive – museums, parks, sports, live music and more
- Themed shows have been created to celebrate key events including the December holiday season, July 4th and more